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Historical essay Víctor San Juan
The gripping history of the technical, and tactical evolution of the most important frigates of today’s fleets. 

From its origins in the sixteenth century, the rise of the steam-armoured frigate, and its subsequent resur-

gence after the World War II, as an anti-submarine attack vessel, to its brilliant development, including the 

frigates of the future, which function thanks to revolutionary technological equipment. 
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Synopsis
Although the frigate appears in the naval world, either for the Corsican war, or as a simple 
need for squadron for the exploration, located in front of the fleet that is uncovered, escort-
ing and patrolling, it will end up fulfilling many other roles until disputing its pre-eminence 
post in the fleets with the Ship of the line, when steam arrived (1860). After World War II it 
will re-emerge again in a very modest way, in escort to convoys, and anti-submarine attack, 
living then the brilliant development that has led frigates, in our current times, to displace 
destroyers, and cruisers from their post, becoming bulk of all fleets, escorting aircraft carriers, 
and amphibious assault ships.

Brief History of Frigate Naval Battles is the story of ships that, although born humble, have 
reached the top thanks to their incredible trajectory. And currently it is still unknown where 
will they finally reach. 

Biography

Víctor San Juan  is an author of recognised prestige in naval literature. 
Apart from his ten published works, combining great knowledge on tactics, 
and naval strategy, consequence of his job as naval engineer, and great liter-
ary quality, which have resulted in several literary awards. He has published 
with great success The Titanic and other Major Shipwrecks, The Unknown 
Navy of Jorge Juan, Strange Naval Events, The profile of the Infinite, Brief 
History of the Spanish Armada, and Great Unknown Battles, among others

Sales pitch
-Fifth title of the series Brief history of the naval battles, it explains the evolution of naval 
warfare, and the technical, tactical, and historical reasons that have determined the meta-
morphosis, and evolution of the frigates.

- More than four centuries of history, narrated with rigour, and objectivity, from the 17th cen-
tury to the present day, through the great frigates that intervened in battles such as Tripoli 
or Reunion.

- The work explains naval war strategies that had been undertaken by great figures such as 
Blas de Lezo, or Jacques Colaert, as well as the experience of Louis A. de Bougainville, first 
French to go around the world.

- There is no such detailed and updated study of naval warfare in Spanish. The author studies 
wars such as the Seven Years, the Thirteen Colonies, the Revolutionary Wars, or the Napole-
onic Wars, as well as other less well-known conflicts, such as Tripoli, or Cape Corso, in order 
to give a complete view of naval history. The book also analyses the evolution in the roles of 
the frigates: from the squadrons, escort, to the anti-submarine fight.

- Víctor San Juan is an author of recognised prestige in naval literature. Apart from his ten 
published works, combining great knowledge on tactics, and naval strategy, consequence 
of his job as naval engineer, and great literary quality, which have resulted in several literary 
awards. 
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